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Introduction

The publication of Eduard Limonov's It's Me, Eddie (Eto ia - Edichka) in 1980t

aroused impassioned polemics that have not been entirely quelled after more than a

decade. Critical discourse on the book tends to superlatives and hyperbole; it has
been lauded as "the quintessential novel of the third wave emigration" and reviled as
pornographic slander.' Limonov's heavy use of mat, his inclusion of numerous

explicitly erotic scenes and his avowal of leftist political tendencies all contributed

to establishing It's Me, Eddie's infamy.

Any discussion of this text is complicated by what may be called the

phenomenon of Limonov. Intentionally obscuring the line between art and life,

between his Ich-Erziihlung narrator Edichkaand himself, Limonov has created and
cultivated an iconoclastic authorial persona. He firmly rejects the "depressing

literary ghetto" of emigre literature that is, he insists, manipulated by Western
politics and distorted by commercial censorship,' Moreover, Limonov denies

knowing or being influenced by Russian literary tradition and asserts that he is better

acquainted with American literature," Like the Futurists, the Oberiuty and other

avant-garde artists of the twentieth century, he rejects categorization by nationality
and aspires to transcend traditional literary classification schemes. His public

statements seem calculated to be outrageous and offensive," and he appears to thrive

on the controversy that surrounds him.

Although Limonov's talent was first recognized in the literary bohemias of

Kharkov and Moscow on the basis of his poetry, he is far better known in the West

as a prose writer. Since making his prose debut with It's Me, Eddie, he has written

five more "autobiographical novels "6 and a number of his shorter works have

appeared in literary journals and miscellanies. However, the critical response to

Limonov's later pieces has been relatively muted. He is, of course, quite young and

it is far too early to judge the corpus of his writing as a whole. Yet in his attempts

to recast his autobiographical hero in the time frame following that of It's Me, Eddie
(in HisButler'sStory) and prior to it (in Adolescent Savenko [Podrostok Savenko] and
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and Young Rascal [Molodoi negodiall), there is much that strikes the reader as
artificial and forced. The remarks made by the emigre critics Petr Vail' and

Aleksandr Genis in 1982 are germane:

nMMOHOB aarracan TansHTnMByIO

McnOBellsnbHYIO nposy c OTqaJlHHO~

nonsrrxe lIOBeCTM lIO xpaaaer-o

npellens MSTepMsnbHoe. TeneCHoe

n03HSHMe cassoro cefia. TSK8JI np03S

nMmeTCJI p83 B JKM3HM. HM nOBTOpMTb.

HM nepeIIMC8Tb He BbIt1Wer: TOnbKO M

ODbIT. S He BbIMhlcen M 08HT83MJ1. lIaIOT

BlIOXHOBeHMe Bcello3BoneHHOCTM. A

n03TOMY - ewe HeM3BecTHO. nMC8TeJ1b

BM 3nyspll nMMOHOB. HO era KHMr8 

KOHeqao. ~paTYps.

Limonov has written talented

confessional prose in a desperate
attempt to take physical, bodily

cognition of oneself to the extreme
limit. Such prose is written once in
life and can neither be repeated nor

rewritten. Only knowledge and

experience, not invention or fantasy,

give inspiration to such writing in

which "everything is permitted." And

therefore it is still not clear whether
Eduard Limonov is a writer; but his
book, of course, is literature.7

With the advent of glasnost', publication of Limonov's works in the Soviet Union

became possible. A lengthy and sympathetic interview with Limonov appeared in

Moskovs/de novosti in August of 1989, signalling the obviation of his persona non

grata status in his homeland. His povest' "... U nosbyla velikaia epokha" ("...Ours

Was a Great Epoch") which recounts growing up in Kharkov as the son of an NKVD

officer, was printed in 7namia in November 1989 and occasioned a positive review

in Literaturnaia gazeta the following month," His short story"Krasavitsa,
vdokhnovliavshaiapoeta" ("The BeautifulWoman Who Inspired the Poet"), a satiric

deflation of the cultural icon Osip Mandel'shtam, appeared in lunost' in 1991. Most

significant has been the publication of It's Me, Eddie in November 1991 by two

separate Moscow publishers. The appearance of the novel, together with the

publication of several polemical articles by Limonov, occasioned considerable debate

in the Russian media. Limonov returned for a brief visit and was interviewed by
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Russian television, but was adamant in his resistance to beingdrawn into the fold of
Soviet literature; the image of the Soviet writer for him is that of "some fat old
bourgeois guy who makes a career in literature. 119

"Truth" in Autobiography

It's Me, Eddie purportsto be autobiographical. ThusLimonov engages certainof the
expectations that we bring to autobiography and challenges us to apply them to his
work. He offers us what Philippe Lejeune calls "the autobiographical pact, II

encouraging us to read the book as "a retrospective account in prose that a real
personmakes of his own existence when it stresses the individual life, in particular,
the story of his personality. "10 Elizabeth Bruss, in her bookAutobiographical Acts,
suggests a definition of autobiography that is also relevant to Limonov's text. Bruss'
"rules" include threemajorassumptions: 1) theautobiographer is himselfthe subject
of the text; 2) what is described in the autobiography is "true" and subject to
verification; and 3) the autobiographer believes in the truth of what he writes."

Now in considering the autos of autobiography, it is certainly not the case
that the selves of the author and the autobiographical narrator are usually identical.
But the relationship between Limonov and his narrative persona Edichka is an
especially convoluted one. Not only time, space and the vagaries of memory
separatethe two; in It's Me, Eddie, thevery assumption that the author is the subject
of his own autobiography is dubious. Limonov creates what Roy Pascal calls an
"arbitrarystandpoint" from whichto narratethe story of his autobiographical hero's
new life in New York.12 Edichka is not a great man, a public figure whose
accomplishments are well known, but an obscure Russian emigre poet whose wife
has abandoned him. Bdichka's obscurity is central to Limonov's satiric reworking
of the autobiographical mode: Edichka is eminently worthy of recognition and
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material rewards, but Soviet, emigre and American societies unjustly deprive him of
his bi~ght.

The "truthfulness" of the work as autobiography is extremely problematic.

In a letter to the emigre critic A. Kron, Limonov insists - albeit ambiguously - on

the factual basis of his writing: "If memory doesn't deceive me, all the situations are
not imagined. I have only simplified many things and thrown out a lot. "13 Indeed,

the title of It's Me, Eddie supports our approaching the work as autobiography."

Relying on the comfortable truism that autobiography is nonfiction, many readers and
critics have treated Limonov's book as confession. Leonid Pochivalov, writing in

Literaturnaia gazeta, asserts: "From the foreword it is clear that the work is

autobiographical, that the events in it are genuine. "IS Olga Matich calls the substance

of Limonov's text "the unexpurgated and unedited events of his personal life and the

people he has known" and claims that "his literary truth demands the uncensored

representation of authentic experience. "16 Aleksandr Donde offers a more cynical

assessment of Limonov's veracity: "Limonov would seem to insist thathe is writing
the truth. Naive enthusiasm, if not semiconscious cunning. "17 Whatever interest one

may have in the truthfulness of Limonov's accounts, they are ultimately not

verifiable. More importantly, Limonov's truth is an aesthetic one. The events and

characters he describes (or invents) to illustrate his truth are valid to the extent that
they accomplish his aesthetic end. All autobiography is selective, but Limonov

disregards the assumption that the autobiographer writes the truth as he knows it and

creates anew, artistically transcendent truth.

Limonov destabilizes our expectation of truthfulness by qualifying the

sincerity and completeness of his confession within the text. Admitting that the

conversation with a friend he is recounting was accompanied by heavy drinking,

Edichka insists on the rationality of his autobiographical procedure:
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EcnM nMJlXCaqHMK r-ocyaapcraeaasra
JleJlTen& n060MTCJI CKa3aT&. qTO OH

~pMynMpOBan TO KJIM MHoe pemeaze

r'ocynapc'rnexaoe B npoxexyrxe
Me)l(Jly .z:tByMJI CTaKaHaMM BOllKM MnM

BMCKM. MnM CMJIJI B TYaDeTe. MeHJI 3Ta

JlK06hI HeyMecTHOCT&.

HeCBOeBpeMeHHOCT& npOJIBneHMR

qenOBeqeCKOrO TanaHTa M reHMJI

acerna BOCXMDlana. J,1 CKpbIBaT& JI

3TOro He coc6MpaIOC&. CKpbIBaTD

3HaqMT MCKpMBDJITD M cnOC06CTBOBaTD

MCKpMBneHMIOqenOBeqecKoRnpMpOJIbI.

(74)

Although a stuffed-shirt statesman may

be afraid to admit he has formulated

one or another state decision in the

interval between two glasses of vodka

or whiskey or while sitting on the

toilet, I have always been delighted by

the apparent incongruity, the

inopportuneness, of manifestations of

human talent and genius. And I do not

intend to hide it. To bide it would be to

distort, or facilitate the distortion of,
human nature.IS (69)

Elsewhere he tells his girlfriend Roseanne about an incident in the past when he made

a pass at his best friend's wife and thus lost his friend forever. He then confides to

the reader the "real" story, and we learn that this was the first time he met the

woman, that she-was receptive to his advances, that her husband did not care at all,

and that at any rate she was accompanied at the time by her lover and not her

husband. That this second version may be as fictionalized as the first is not the

point; Limonov suggests that truth is a relative concept and adaptable to the needs of

the moment.
The tricks that memory plays affect all autobiographical writing to some

degree, but Limonov emphasizes the unreliability of his own powers of recollection.

This sometimes concerns very fine points of description, as in the following account

of his dress on one particular occasion:
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Ha MeHJI 6hIJ1a Y3eHhKaJI JI)lCMHCOBaJI

xyprosxa, TaKMe )ICe JI)lCMHCOBbIe

6pIOKK. n n p a a n e a n sr e , HeT,

3aKaTaHHhIe OqeHh BbICOKO. 06Ha)KaJl

MOM KpaCKBeAWKe cancra aa BbICOKOM

xafinyxe, cancr-a M3 Tpex UBeTOB

KO)ICM. (76)

I was wearing a nice tight denim

jacket, and jeans tucked in - no,

rolled way high. to reveal my very

beautiful high-heeled boots of tricolor

leather. (J1)

Here Limonov makes the reader privy to the process of compromise between

recollection and invention that always underlies the autobiographical act. Whether

Bdicbka's jeans were tucked in or rolled up remains in doubt - the difference is

utterly inconsequential from the point of view of the narrative - but Limonov

suggests that if they were not rolled up, they certainly should have been in

retrospect. At times Edichka seems impatient with the demand of historical accuracy

that the autobiographical mode would impose on him. To preface his account of

going to see his ex-wife Elena, he writes:

Qepe3 a e xo-r o p o e BpeMJI OHa

n03BOHMDa. anpoaess. JI y)ICe He

nOMHIO. MO)ICe'I'. JI n03BOHTl'lD. M TaKaJI

DK 6bIDa XpOHODOrKqeCKaJl

nocneaoaarensaocrs HaWl/IIX acrpex, B

KaKOM nopJIJIKe JI l/IIXnepeqKCJIJIlO. KDK

npyraa. Ka)ICeTCJI. JI n03BOHKD. K

OKa3aDOCh. qro OHa 60JIhHa. (262)

After a time she called. though I no

longer remember. maybe I called; nor

do I remember whether our meetings

were in the chronological sequence in
whichI've enumerated them or in some

other order. I called. I think. and it

turned out she was sick. (244)

What is significant for Edichka is not the precise ordering of events, but the

emotional and psychological impact they had on him. With this brief disclaimer, he

asserts that the larger, aesthetic truth of his story is his primary concern.
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The Idyllic Childhood and the Process of Disenchantment

Limonov makes free use of the autobiographical mode to create a "childhood"

autobiography" that examines the phenomenon of the Third Wave of emigration from

within. Emigration entails isolation, the loss of prestige, the absence of contact with

the Russian language and the necessity of coming to terms with a new culture and its
unfamiliar values. Sundered (willingly or unwillingly) from the Soviet milieu, the

emigre is cast adrift and must somehow adapt to his new homeland. The world

Edichka confronts in his first months of emigration is chaotic, formless and

incomprehensible. It is, as Nataliia Gross remarks, utterly alien (chuzhol).'1IJ We

observe Edichka's attempts to make this world svoi, to impose order on chaos. It's
Me, Eddie is essentially the history of this second childhood. Edichka's tale

metaphorically recapitulates the experience of his generation; his extremism is

validated by the fact that he writes as an insider, a witness and a survivor.

We are admitted to Edichka's world after he has undergone a kind of "death"

and we follow his efforts to return to life. As Donde remarks, "to abandon one's

own cosmos means no more and no less than to die, and the subsequent task turns

out to be no more and no less than to be reborn. "21 Working as a laborer in a hotel

restaurant surrounded by other immigrants, which Limonov describes in the chapter

"Ia - basboi" ("I Am a Busboy"), turns out to be a sort of limbo. The mechanical

nature of the movements he makes, the repetitiveness of the work resemble death

itself, and Edichka must escape in order to begin his quest for life in earnest. As he

leaves the restaurant for the last time, he recalls "when I shag-assed (khuiachil) out

of there the last day, I laughed like a silly baby. "(43) It is at this point that he gives

free rein to his libido and initiates the process of growth and self-actualization that

is at the heart of It's Me, Eddie.
The "childhoodn that Edichka lives through as a new emigre is fraught with

disappointments. By the time we are introduced to him, Edichka's faith in the

American dream has been shattered and he is bitterly contemplating its ruins. One

of his emigre acquaintances expresses their mutual disillusionment eloquently when
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he notes the impossibility of describing to Soviet friends back home what the West

is like:

- Xy~ TbI eMf 06'hJlCHMW&, QTO IIpM

MaWMHe M MOHpeane 3ZleC& MO>KHO B

CTpaWHOM rOBHe HaXOZlMT&CJI, 3TO

HeB03MO>KHO 06'hJlCHMT&, rOBopMT

Ha1M. - E6aHaJI 3MMrP8UMJI! (21)

'You'll never explain it to him - that

for all your car and your Montreal you

can be up to your ears in shit here.

It's impossible to explain,' Nahum

said. 'Fucking emigration!' (16)

Edichka's disenchantment with his former dreams of the West has also meant a loss

of what Richard Coe calls the "magic" of the past remembered.f The spirit of this

magic pervades Limonov's 1974 poem "My naisional'nyi gerot" ("We Are the

National Hero") and it is, for Edichka, inextricably bound to his love for Elena.

Limonov's autobiography responds parodically to the nineteenth-century

Russian literary childhood. Traditionally, the authors of childhoods recount
gradually increasing awareness of the external world and other people." Limonov's

narrative persona turns sharply inward, reflecting narcissistically on himself while

looking for the key to his rebirth. Indeed, awareness and acceptance of the

community and integration into it - sine qua non of the classical childhood - are

left in considerable doubt in It's Me, Eddie. Limonov would seem to be reacting in

particular to the myth of happy childhood that is central to nineteenth-century Russian
autobiographical practice.f His text refutes this myth in form and in substance,

suggesting that the emigre experience represents the antipode of Tolstoi's or

Aksakov's or even Nabokov's Russian idylls.

Part of Bdichka's coming to terms with his present is grasping the meaning

of his past. Memories of his pre-New York life - growing up and maturing as a

poet in the Soviet Union, his departure and the months immediately following his

emigration - are rendered as hazy and mystical. His childhood in Kharkov is

"fabulously (basnoslovno) distant." (230) Glimpses of his pre-emigration life take

on a dreamlike quality; they suggest a preconsciousness that can only be remembered
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in fragments or imaginatively rec reated from an adult perspective. Edichka's

recollections of his "Great Love" are especially vague. Whatever its mater ial

privations, he remembers his marr iage to Elena as edenic. He consistently elevates

her in his memory to "Elena the Beautiful, Elena - the best woman in Moscow and

if in Moscow, then in Russia. 'Nataliia Goncharova' . "25 (The latter epithet is

particularly interesting in light of Elena's role in Edichka's metaphoric death.) Their

peripatetic existence in exile is described in the sketchiest terms: "...a year of tears

and failures, of wanderings through Austria, Italy, and America, through luxurious

capitals where we lived on potatoes and onions and got one shower a week. .. " (124)

Edichka's visceral reaction to the tortuous memories of his "happy days" with Elena

is childlike in its intense physicality:

HCT. 11 He B Cn OM J,oiHalO MO~ C'.JaCTlI l<iI B bIC

DII \o1 , Hlo1 XyH He B CnOM t;IHalO , a KaK

BcnOM HlO, T O p aa'rs T HHCT, aponc

ofio scp a n c a H n1l1 liTO-TO Y1HOe,

~enynOqHoe. (128)

No, I do nor remember my happy days,

I don'( remember a fucking thing. but

when I do, I feel like vomiting, as if

I'd gorged myself or something or had

a stomach upset, (123)

Edichka's descriptions of the sett ing of his "childhood" in New York are highly

selective . Frequently he includes minutiae that serve to illuminate his inner,

psychological landscape more than the external backdrop of his actions. Passages

such as the following prov ide a window into Edichka's emotional processes :
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Hy na, TaK BOT JI npoxonan yTpOM

xe pea KyXHIO. 6pan CTOnMK na
KOneCHMKaX. noxpsman ero cnepxy
6enoA CKarepThIO. a .lIBe ere JDIDI(HlIIe

nomos KpaCHhIMM caneerxax«. Ha

caneerxa JI CTaBMn cneuaansmae

llJlMHHhIe rny60KMe Ba.30QKM - nocyny
.liM Macna. MHor.lla HeMHOre BMnOK "I

HO)l(eA. na cnyqaii!: ecna y MOMX .lIBYX

~MUMaHTOB. KOTOphlX JI 06cny)l(MBan,

He XBaTMT nocyme, MnM CTOnKy qameK,

MnM 6nIO.lIeu. Hanepx, aa 6enyIO

cxareprs JI noaeman 06hIQHO sersrpe

non cepe6po C.lIenaHHhIX KyBmMHa,

n pezraa p a-ren s ao HanOJlHMB "IX

KyCO'IKaMM JIh.lla M BO.lloA, M 6oJlhmYIO

MMCKy Macna. cranneprmse KyCOqKM 

JI BhIHMMan "'IX "13 XOJlO.llMJlhHMKa "I

nocsman CBe)l(MM TOHhKMM Jlh.llOM.

(30-31)

Well, every morning I walked through
the kitchen, took a little table on

casters. covered the top with a white
tablecloth and the two lower shelves

with red napkins. On the napkins I

placed some special long, deep little

bowls for butter, sometimes a few
forks and knivesor a stack of cups and

saucers, in case the two waiters I

served should lack dishes. On top, on

the white tablecloth. I usually placed

four imitation-silver pitchers, having

first filled them with ice cubes and
water, and a big bowl of butter pats,
which I took from the refrigerator and
sprinkled with fresh fme ice. (25-26)

Although seemingly trivial, the exhaustive detail of this description is expressive of
Edichka's state of mind. Stunned and bewildered by his "tragedy" (both his loss of
Elena and his exile), he moves mechanically, withoutreflection in order to minimize
his pain and to recoup his strength. His catalogue of the busboy's equipagebespeaks
his effort to focus outward rather than inward. It also, of course, serves as an
expose of the obtuseness and cruelty of America; the specifics of his menial task
emphasize the inappropriateness of such work for a talented Russian poet.
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Smells play an important role in Bdlchka'srecollections. The olfactorysense
is, psychology tells us, extremely powerful in conjuringup images and impressions.
Thus writers of childhoods often include smells in their evocations of the past.
Edichka informs us that he is very sensitive to smells and can distinguish between
"the apartments of society people and bohemians" on the one hand and those of
"philistines and bourgeois families" on the other hand by their scent." (49) His
intuitiveclass consciousness is a satiric comment on the Soviet hierarchicalmindset.
It also calls to mind idyllic depictions of childhood based on smell by authors like
Tolstoi, Gogol' and Goncharov. Certainly parody motivates Edichka's description
of the storeroom in the hotel where he worked as a busboy:

.R mo6MJ1 1CD8lIOBYIO - moB~n ee aanax
- q~CTOrO 6enbJl ~ npJlHOCTe~.

~orlla JI TYlIa aafieran cpeaa pa60Th!

- CMeHMTb nonorenue ~JJ~ 6bICTpO

OKeBaTh KyCOK MJlca, OCTaBW~~CJI B

TapenKe KaKoro-H~6YllL

npecameaaoro nocenerena, ~ 6eJKaJI
nansuie. (38)

I loved the storeroom, loved its smell

of clean linen and spices. SometimesI

ran in there in the middle of work, to

change a towel or quickly finish

chewing a piece of meat left on the

plate of some surfeited customer, and

then ran on. (33)

The juxtaposition of the image of cleanliness and quiet with the rather nasty account
of gulping down leftovers underscores the extent to which Edichka's "childhood"
departs from the pastoral myth.

Limonov's inclusion of the curiosa of American life, ranging from various
designerbrands of clothing to handcuffs and vibrators, was probably interestingfrom
the standpoint of the emigre or Soviet reader. He is, however, less interested in
satisfying the curiosity of his non-American audience than in effecting a satirical
expose of a society that has elevatedmaterial values to the detriment of spiritual and
intellectual values. His intentionsare diametrically opposed to those of a portraitist
of childhood like Nabokov. In Speak, Memory, Nabokov uses curiosa to create a
vision and feelingof time past, specifically prerevolutionaryRussia; Limonovfocuses
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on the objects that surround him to illustrate the emptiness and degradation of the

society they represent. Intended to accomplish the task of critical realism, his

descriptions are for the most part straightforward and unadorned. Metaphor, simile

and other elements of poetic language are rare in It's Me, Eddie, a feature that links

Limonov's autobiographical prose with his poetry."
Historical accuracy aside, it is significant that Limonov chooses New York

City as the locus of the action of the book. The city provides a closed space for

Edichka's search. He calls New York limy great house" (215) and indeed its streets,

apartments and empty lots function in much the same way as the family home or

estate of earlier childhood autobiographers. Moreover, the city is endowed with an

animistic character of its own. It reveals its secrets to Edichka, who is not afraid of

it and seeks adventure in its labyrinthine depths. In fact, New York protects and

comforts Edichka; it fulfills a parental role:

3a orpaaoa napxa MeHJInonxaareaaer

aa PYK1II HhIO-'AOpK, JI OKYHaIOCh B ero

TenHory 111 Hero, KOJl1laIOllleecJl Hero,

rocnona, 111 HeceT MeHJIMO~ HbIO-'AOpK

M1IIMO zraepea ern Mara3MHOB, MMMO

CTaHU~ C06BeJI, MMMO aBT06ycOB 111

H1IIKepHhIX BlIITpMH. (248-49)

Beyond the park fence, New York

picks me up in its arms. I sink into its

warmth and summer - a summer

coming to an end, gentlemen - and

my New York carries me past the

doors of its shops, past the subway

stations, past the buses and the liquor

store windows. (231)

Yet New York is also the city of nightmares and death. Before he comes to terms

with the city, before he can refer to it as "MyFriend New York, II it is "a Babylon,

God help me, a Babylon. II (79) The apocalyptic nature of the city is suppressed as

Edichka recovers his inner strength, so that his relationship with his surroundings

mirrors his relationship with his inner self.

Nature is almost absent as a formative influence in Edichka's autobiography

of childhood. In his book The Battle for Childhood, Andrew Wachtel demonstrates

that nature plays a seminal role in the childhoods of most nineteenth-century Russian
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autobiograph ers . For Tolstoi and Aksakov , the rural estate is associated with a

golden age of innocence; it is contrasted with the "unnatural" city. Edichka 's emig re

childhood is spent almost exclusively in the "city of the yellow devil, " indeed at its

very core, Limo nov subverts the arcadian myth con nected with the Russian

childhood tradition to express forcefully the disill usionment of the emigre.

There are two important exceptions to this rule in It 's Me, Eddie and both

serve the function of contrast. When Edichka accompanies his friend John to the

To lstoi Farm outside of New York, he finds himself holding his hosts ' little girl.

Recalling his impressions, he calls Katen' ka "little plant" and notes that" .. .at her age

the little girl was closer to nature, to leaves and grass, than to people.... " (211) Her

touch gives him "a sense of animal comfort tzverinyiuiut) such as I had not felt since

I slept with my arms around Elena." (211) It is interesting that Edichka associates

Katen 'ka with Elena (and there is no sexual innuendo here at all). The fleeting

idyllic moment of warmth he experiences with her is connected with his cultural past

(the Tolstoi Farm) and his vanished innocence (the rural setting). Both of these,

represented in Edichka's mind by Elena, are irredeemably lost to him. In a second,

similar passage Edichka describes a photograph of Elena as a child:

A B OT 3 TO'li\ ,llCBOllKlo1 C xocoa B 6enbiX

xynoxxax, cromuca B caoesr ca.ay . a

caanw , KaK nexopanwv B onepe na

naCTopanbHylO TeMy - 6 ep e3K>1,

KyCTbl, KyCOK nepeanuaoro L10Ma, 6 bIn

n OCTOl<" TOll bKO JI. (274)

Of this little girl, with her braid, in her

little white stockings. standing in her
garden, and behind her, like scenery in
a pastoral opera, birches , shrubs , a

segment of a wooden house - only I

was worthy. (256-57) (my emphasis)

The edenic past of this photograph is so distant, so inaccessible to Edichka that one

is struck more forcefully by the ugliness of his present.

Edichka' s iconoclasm and his often shocking behavior are manifestations of

the rebelliousness characteri stic of childhood and adolescence. As an older, wiser

narrator , he recognizes that his thoughts and actions were sometimes illogical in the
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period he recalls. Concerning his younger self, he concedes "I did not want to be

reasonable, did not want to consider assorted explanatory causes.... " (27) Certainly

his "badness" stems, in part, from envy and spite, and in this respect he finds his

artistic prototype in Olesha's Kavalerov." Moreover, he consistently shifts the blame

for his failures onto others. Cast into the role of a child, he exhibits childlike

reflexes. In the tradition of Rousseau, Edichka is not really bad; his shocking

behavior is the product of living in a corrupt and insensitive society. The

autobiographical mode, congenial as it is to revelations of nonconformism and revolt,

facilitates Limonov's critique of America's treatment of Russian emigres.

Although self-irony is always a factor in Bdichka's rhetoric, there is much

that is childish in the poetic stance he assumes. He expresses his dissatisfaction with

not receiving the recognition due him in absurdly simplistic terms:

11 zrenare MOIO pafior y - rae MOM

aeHbrM? 06a rocyaapcraa DM3aJlT.

'ITO OHM yCTPoeHhI cnpaaennaao, HO

rae MOM aeHbrM? (11)

I do my work - where's my money?

Both states bullshit about the justice of

their systems, but where's my money?

(7)

His preference for work that is purely creative and his idealistic vision of a society

in which people will not have to work for a living are stubbornly naive. Whether

we take it seriously or not, Edichka's poetic megalomania serves an important satiric

function. Because it is couched in such extreme terms, it renders farcical the

traditional Russian equation of the poet and the tsar. Recounting reading his poetry

to his friends Kirill and Raymond, Edichka writes "In this business I am superior to

everyone; here, only in poetry am I who I am. II (63) His admiration for another poet

is expressed in a paradoxical manner; he calls him IIcontemporary Russia's cruelest

poet...a scoundrel and a villain, but magnificent. II (157) Edichka focuses on the

rights and privileges that accrue to the position of the Russian poet-tsar rather than
on the moral responsibilities it entails, and thus exposes the cultural tradition by
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which he defines himself as illusory. This deflation is a means of transcending the

past for Edichka, of coming to terms with the reality of his new life.

The Split Persona and the Uses of Alienation

I have suggested that Limonov challenges our expectation that the author and his

autobiographical narrative "I" are one and the same. The self-that-was presented to

us has been shaped and altered from the raw material of biosby both memory and

imagination. This is to some extent the practice of every autobiographer, but

Limonov is exceptionally keenly aware of the double referent of his first-person "I. II

He implicitly acknowledges the split that exists between Bdichka's point of view and

his own. Recalling his purchase of a pair of handcuffs to facilitate Elena's

kidnapping, he sums up the episode as "a pitiful story, very pitiful." (31) Describing

his attire on another occasion, he objectively judges his own taste: "In the end I

dressed very strangely.... n (49)

Although he exploits the privileged position of the insider vis-a-vis his own

thoughts and actions, EduardlEdichka often regards himself as if from the side, from

the standpoint of an observer. This type of ostranenie gives Limonov's irony in

respect to his narrator free play. He imagines how he appears to the secretaries

watching him on his balcony:

BKlIJIT. qTO p8.3 B naa lIHJI senoaex

rOTOBMT TyT )ICe a a 6anKOHe B

o r p o x a o a KaCTpIOne. a a

3neKTpMqeCKOA DnMTKe qTO-TO

aapnapcxoe, McnycKaIOmeelIbIM. (7)

What they see is that every other day,

on a hot plate there on the balcony. a

man cooks a huge steaming pot of

something barbaric. (3)

The handcuff debacle is rendered in tones of black humor: "This gruesome scene

was fit for Hollywood: Limonov weeping with grief over a pair ofhandcuffs for his
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beloved and filing off the safety button with a kitchen knife." (31) Describing his

failed homosexual encounter with Raymond, he muses "we must have looked like

Japanese wrestlers. "29 (61) Limonov even utilizes the distance between his narrated

and narrating selves as a source of ironic humor. Having described himself rather

grandiloquently as "a free personality in the free world," he proceeds to mock his

own rhetoric a few sentences later:

CBo6ollHOA JIwmOCTM aanoeno CMneTh

na nOMOC're. OHa npsrrayna BHM3. (81)

The free personality got sick of sitting
on the scaffold. It jumped down. (75)

Limonov frequently shifts into third-person narration, making the relationship

between the author and his hero Edichka still more problematic." His use of the

third person formalizes what can generally be said of autobiography: that the self

represented is not the same as the self writing. Because Ecnchka is struggling with

the reconciliation of the past (his pre-emigration life in the Soviet Union) and the

present (his unbearably anonymous existence as an exile), shifts between narrative

modes are amply motivated. They eloquently express, as Lejeune puts it, "the

tension between impossible unity and intolerable division. "31 Limonov manipulates

the distancing effect of the third person in presenting his narrator's ruminations and

moods. Edichka's response to Raymond's assurance that he can eat avacado and

shrimp salad because he is only a boy emphasizes his alienation both from the scene

described and the present act of recall:

MaJIh'lMK nOJIYMaJI rrpo ce6J1, 'ITO na,

KOHeqHO, OH Manh'lMK, HO eCJIM 6bI

nponoJI6MTh B roJIOBe lIbIpy, BbIHfTh

Ty '1aCTh M03ra, KOTOpa.B aaaenyer
naMJlThM - npoMbITh M npOqMCTMTh

KaK cneayer, 6h1J1o 6bI pOCKOIDHO. BOT
TOrna MaJIhqMK. (59)

16

The boy thought to himself that yes, no

doubt he was a boy, but if you made a

hole in his head, took out the part of

the brain that controlled the memory,

washed and cleaned it properly, that

would be luxury. Then you'd have a

boy. (54)



Limonov complicates the situation by oscillating between the first and third (and

occasionally second) persons. These shifts often occur within a single sentence. He

recalls attending Elena's modelling show: "Simultaneously Eddie-baby apologized

for not bringing Elena flowers, I had been in such a rush to see her that I hadn't had

time." (248) The reader is sometimes drawn into the narration scheme overtly, as

in the following passage that ends with the insistent query:

Y 3.l[M111(M qyllOBMIIlHhIe CMJIbI, KaK npM

TaKoR CTpYKTYPe MoeA JI eme lIep>Kych,

KaK? (104)

Eddie has fantastic strength, how else

would I hold on, with my constitution,

how else? (98)

Narrative modes replace one another in rapid succession:

3l1M11Ke HOpMan&HaJI >KlII3H& cxymaa, JI

OT nee B POCMM mapaxanca, M Tyr

MeHJI B COH M eJIy>K6y He 3aMaHMTe.

(19)

Nonnality is boring to little Eddie; I

shied away from it in Russia, and you

won't lure me into a life of sleep and

work here. (14)

Limonov's usage reflects the extreme instability of the narrative persona who is

incomplete in either presentation singularly and therefore uses multiple presentations
to achieve unity.32

Limonov's implied reader is as unstable as his narrative persona. It is

difficult to pinpoint who Edichka has in mind when he addresses "you," and indeed

this seems to change from paragraph to paragraph. He sometimes addresses the West

or America; this is clearly the case in his frequent use of the Dostoevskian "gospoda"
("gentlemen") in postulating a receptor. Edlchka's spiteful introduction in the first

few pages of the book in particular is aimed exclusively at an American audience:

He writes "I live at your expense, you pay taxes and I don't do a fucking thing, " and

furthermore "I want to receive your money to the end of my days." (4) He

anticipates his abstract American reader's reaction and responds to it with

undisguised malice:
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.R BaM He apaBJIIOC&? BhI He X01Wre

nnaTMTh? 3TO eme oqeHh Mano - 278

zron naPOB B MeCJlU. He XOTMTe

n n a r a-r s • A n a xy a BhI MeH.R

BhIMaHMnM ClOlla 11'13 POCCMM, BMeCTe C

ronnoa enpeen? npell'b.RBn.R9i:Te

npereasaa K Bamea nponaraaae, OHa

y aac cmmIKOM CMn&HaJI. 3TO OHa, a

He .R onycromaer aanra KapMaHhI. (9)

You don't like me? You don't want to

pay? It's precious little - $278 a

month. You don't want to pay. Then

why the fuck did you invite me, entice

me here from Russia, along with a

horde of Jews? Present your

complaints to your own propaganda,

it's too, effective. That's what's

emptying your pockets, not I. (5)

Ann Shukman suggests that Limonov focuses his text progressively more and more
toward the emigre reader or the Soviet reader.33 Although this may be true in
roughly quantitative terms, there are still instances of addresses to the American
reader late in the book. In the eighth chapter, "Lus, Aleshka, Dzhonni i drugie",
("Luz, Alyoshka, Johnny, and Others") Edichka writes, "Forgive me, but though
they may say that Eddie-baby knows little of America, there is less love here,
gentlemen, far less.... 1134 (146) Berating Roseanne for her stinginess in the following
chapter, he acidly notes that he

•••He xor- OTllen.RT& ee cnallKYIO DM3llY

OT ee >KallHOCTM, aa M09i: aar'naa,

TOn&KO aa Mo9i: B3rJIJlll, rocnoaa. LIn.R
aac, MO>KeT 6hIT&, 3TO o6hIKHoBeHHo.

(189)

...could not separate her sweet cunt

from her stinginess - stinginess in my

view, gentlemen, only in my view. To

you, perhaps, it's the rule. (185)

As a rule, the referent of Edichka's "you" is notclearly identifiable; his assumption
of a common frame of reference in evoking hispre-emigration past and in describing
his present exile suggests an intended reader who shares these experiences. In the
following passage, for example, he poses his rhetorical questions to a receptor who
implicitly sympathizes with the alienation of the emigre intelligent:
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YMHble OqeHh 6nJl aMepMKaHUbI

cOBeTylOT TaKMM nIOlIJlM, KaK Mb1 C

AneDIKOA, nepeMeHMTb npoeeccsoe. A

KylIa MHe lIeBaTh ace MOlll Mb1Cnlll,

qYBcTBa, necars ner )l(1II3HlII, KHlIIrlll

CTMXOB, x y n a c a sso r-o ce6J1,

pa~MHMpOBaHHoro 311111qKY lIeTh?

3aMKHyTh B 060nOqKy fiacfio s •

Ilpotioaan. Xyt;IHJI. j} He MOry y)Ke

6b1Th npOCTblM qenOBeKOM. j} y)l(e

aaacer-aa MCnOpqeH. MeHJI y)l(e

Monma lIICnpaBMT. (154)

Fucking smart Americans, they advise
men like Alyoshka and me to change

professions. Where am I to hide all

my thoughts, feelings, ten years of

living, books of poetry? And me

myself, where am I to hide refined
little Eddie? Lock him up in the shell
of a busboy. Bullshit. I tried it. I can

no longer be an ordinary man. I am

spoiled forever. Only the grave will

reform me. (149)

The echo of the Russian proverb, lithe grave will cure a hunchback, and the club a
stubborn man," in the last line of this passage is also aimed at a reader who shares

Limonov's cultural baggage. In alluding to this proverb, Limonov implicitly

identifies himself as a hunchback, one who deviates from the norm. Moreover, his

usage of this phrase will remind the Russo-Soviet reader of Evgenii Evtushenko's
famous reply to Khrushchev following the latter's coarse verbal attack on the creative
intelligentsia at a 1963 disciplinary meeting. To Khrushchev's ominous threat that

"humpbacks are straightened out by the grave," Evtushenko replied "we have come

a long way since the time when only the grave straightened out humpbacks. "
The indeterminacy of Limonov's intended reader, like the shifting,

ambiguous quality of his narrative persona, reflects the rootlessness and alienation

peculiar to the exile experience. Edichka's insecurity about who he is speaking to

within the text of It's Me, Eddie is emblematic of the dilemma of the emigre writer.

Just as Edichka addresses by turns his Western readership, the emigre community

and the Soviet reader, Russian writers living in the diaspora must continually ask

themselves for whom they are writing. The question has, of course, been largely
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obviated by glasnost', but was still a central one for third wave writers of the late
1970s and early 1980s.

Narrative Disjuncture

Unlike nineteenth-century autobiographies of childhood, It's Me, Eddie is not
chronolinear. The original Russian text consists of thirteen chapters and an

epilogue." These chapters are for the most part self-contained narrative units and

could easily exist as independent stories. The narrated time of the book is from

March to October of 1976; Edichka specifies the time and place exactly, mocking his

own documentary pretensions: "It was spring, 1976, twentieth century, the great city

of New York at lunch hour." (59) The remembered time of Edichka's autobiography
is, however, much greater. Lengthy digressions and anecdotes from his

pre-emigration past and the months following his emigration broaden the span of

narrated time substantially. Moreover, Edichka's digressions often overlap and

become mutually referential. A bottle of champagne, for example, arouses his

landlady's suspicion that he is squandering his welfare payments in the first chapter

of the book; this same bottle reappears a hundred pages later as Edichka recounts his

liaison with Sonia and he overdetermines the connection: "I took a bottle of

champagne I had laid in ahead of time, a $10 Soviet champagne, the very bottle Mrs.
Rogoff screamed about." (107) He sometimes alludes to stories to be told in more

detail later. Introducing the reader to Sonia, he writes, "Sonya was the first woman,

if such she can be called, the term is hardly correct in respect to her, as you will

see." (104) Furthermore, he reminds us of stories already told, calling upon us to

exert our memories to place the characters and incidents mentioned. Limonov

employs what Edward Brown calls "tricks of juxtaposition and interferencev" with

memory to link his narrative and to create the sense of dislocation that informs

Edichka's life.
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Frequent tense shifts emphasize the instability of the narrative point of view.
Rendering long accounts of past events in the present tense lends them immediacy

and poignancy. Edichka's examination of Elena's apartment in the chapter "Tam,

gde ona delala liubov" ("Where She Made Love") is recounted almost entirely in

the present tense, heightening the anguish he experiences. At one point, Bdichka
briefly considers his use of tense and concludes:

SI roBOpIO " 6bIB" • HO 3TO TO)lCe caaoe,
qTO "ec r s ". 3TOT n ep xo n He

KO~MJlCJI, JI B HeM. B 3TOM nepzone ~

B HaCTOJIIIlee BpeMJI. (194)

I say 'was,' but I might as well say

'am.' This period is not over, I am in

it, in this period, even at the present

time. (190)

Overlapping of past and present (and sometimes future) tenses supports the
open-endedness of the text. Edichka's existence in exile - his psychological, if not

his physical existence - is still perilous, and he denies the reader the comfort of

resolution.
It is possible to trace a linear progression toward greater maturity, harmony

and assimilation in the text. Expecially in the chapter "My Friend New York"

Edichka seems to have found a niche:

{,1HOr.lla qepe3 Banraar'roa-cxaep, OH

YKa3aH B nYTeBO.ll~TeBJlX no HhIO

~OPKY UK .llOCTOnpMMeqaTeJIhHOCTh.

npOXO.llJlT. 03MpaJlCh. HaCTOJlm~e

aMepMKaHllbI - KayHTpMMeHhI ~

KafHTpM Be.llM. HaM. a6opnreHaM,

OHM OqeHh CMemHbI ••••Oseas MHoro

06mero C COBeTCKMMM 06bIBaTenJlM~.

O.lleThIMM B cTpamHyIO

KOHTMHeHTaJIhHfIO )l(apy B npOCTOpHbIe

IIhIJIhHbIe KOCTIOMbI. (238)
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Washington Square is pointed out in

guidebooks to New York as a place of

note. and sometimes real Americans

pass through, country men and country

ladies, glancing over their shoulders.

To us natives they look very funny...

They have a great deal in common with

Soviet philistines, dressed in their

ample dusty suits in the terrible

continental heat. (221) (my emphasis)



However, Limonov intentionally frustrates such a reading, for the epilogue forcefully

reiterates Bdichka's bitterness and alienation." He closes his autobiography with a

purely obscene, irrational curse that expresses all his pain and dislocation:

$I e6an nac acex, e6aHhIe B pOTcyt<lId 

rOBOpIO JI IIIBhITlllpaIO CDe3hI KynaKOM.

MO>KeT 6hITh, JI anpecyre 3TIII cnona

6111J1l1MHraM BOKPYr• .SI He3HaIO. (281)

'Fuck you, cocksucking bastards,' I

say, and wipe away tears with my fist.

Perhaps I'm addressing these words to

the buildings around me. I don't

know. (264)

Like all autobiography, It's Me, Eddie necessarily remains incomplete, but

its circularity is remarkable. The open-endedness of the text is not only that imposed

by the requirements of verisimilitude (i.e. the author is still alive). One can say, as

James Olney does of Michel Leiris' work, that Limonov's autobiography "far from

concluding or being closed, remains open-ended, turns back on itself, and in its

circularity, becomes endless. "38 Linear progress toward peaceful accord crowned by

its achievement would negate the satirical and critical force of Limonov's text;

instead, our expectation of closure is subverted.

The fragmented, irregular structure of the narrative reflects the state of

Edichka's consciousness. Bruss suggests that the arrangement of an autobiography

can be taken as a sample of the author's epistemology and a demonstration of his

capacities." In the case of It's Me, Eddie, the apparent disorder and formlessness

of the text do indeed underscore the chaos of the narrator's life. Plot as such is

deemphasized, and Limonov concentrates instead on Edichka's psychological growth.

This aspect of bios is not traceable is a straightforward way across time; it rather

extends downward into the consciousness. Time is experienced "like the thickness

of a palirnpsest't" upon whose restoration the autobiographer is engaged.

It is interesting that fragmentation is a typical feature of the autobiographical

texts of women writers. Among others, Estelle Jelinek has noted the frequency of

disjuncture in women's autobiography. She writes:
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The narratives of [women's] lives are often not chronological and

progressive but disconnected, fragmentary, or organized into self-sustained

units rather than connecting chapters. The multidimensionalityof women's

socially conditioned roles seems to have established a pattern of diffusion

and diversity when they write their autobiographies as well."

Edichka's roles too are "multidimensional"; the fracturing of his personality into
Russian poet, emigre writer, welfare recipient and busboy is expressed by the

structure of his autobiographical account. Just as critical criteria need to be

reexamined to approach women's autobiography, Limonov's text requires the critic
to disregard genre conventions of orderliness and harmony. Most significant, in this

case, is the experience that determines the structure.

Clashing Styles and the Exile's Sensibility

Limonov has employed a wide variety of stylistic levels, including obscenities, and
many anglicized terms in composing his autobiography. His mixing of registers is
regarded as weakness or simple sloppinessby some critics. Konstantin Kustanovich,
for example, is outraged by his joining words or phrases from distinct stylistic levels
"not only within a single page or paragraph, but within a single sentence. r142

Kustanovich also sharply criticizes what he perceives as non-Russian syntax and

granunatical mistakes. The stylistic hash that Limonov has concocted in It's Me,

Eddie is, however, a wonderfully appropriate medium to express the narrator's

estrangement and insecurity. In the present of the text he is detached from both

Russian and American cultures and his linguistic usage reflects his rootlessness.
Flowery or elaborate imagery is notably rare in Limonov's stylistic blend.

Limonov aims at a realistic rendering of Edlchka's world through language;

metaphorical elements are not a significant part of the experience he recounts in It's

Me, Eddie. On the infrequent occasions when Bdichka is moved to employ an
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expressive metaphor or simile, he includes mocking disclaimers. Bdichka's

description of Luz is accompanied by an apology for his attempt at eloquence:

OHa OqeHh nI06MT ynbI6aThcJI MHe,

M3rM6aJ1Ch npa 3TOM, na npOCTJIT MHe

nomneamee M MCTepTOe CpaBHeHMe, HO

3TO MMeHHO TaK, KaK cretienex p03bI.

(146)

She very much liked to smile at me,

arching like - forgive me this very

vulgar and trite simile, but she arched

like the stem of a rose. (141)

He surrenders unwillingly to the temptation to write lyrically in his descriptions of

Candida's children: "I shall allow myself a flourish: they were like coffee beans,

like spices, her children were. II (142) In a third passage, he chides himself for his

triteness even as he writes: "I feel like saying the banal, and I will: 'girls with the

eyes of little young lambs'." (201) Instances of beauty that inspire Edichka to

express himself in elaborate images are uncommon in the gritty, bleak world of third

wave emigration. In occasionally giving voice to his lyrical impulses, Limonov

underscores the rule to which they are the exception.

The intrusion of a large number of barbarisms - especially anglicisms - in

Limonov's text is amply motivated by verisimilitude. These have been enumerated

elsewhere.P Limonov's use of calques is frequently justified by semantics; there are

no good Russian equivalents of velfer, boi-frend/gerl-frend and basboi. His

employment of these terms reflects the strangeness of his environment for him and

for his Russian readers. That Limonov often uses anglicisms or macaronic

combinations when adequate Russian equivalents do exist complicates the issue; he

chooses parti, sobvei and rummeit over vecher or vecherinka, metro and tovarishch
po komnate. Such usage is not limited to the speech of third wave emigres; in

Limonov's case, it may have its origins in the Moscow hippie movement of the

1970s.44 In any case, it implies a rejection of the Russian tradition of retaining the

purity of the literary language.
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Limonov's anglicisms have the effect ofdistancing the work from the Russian

reader. Shukman suggests that they induce both visual and phonic shock, since they

appear impossible and absurd to the Russian eye and ear. 4S However, Limonov's

attitude toward English is far from completely positive. Felix Dreizin concludes

from his analysis of Limonov's style that he abhors the English language and the

American culture it represents. His syntax is made mechanical, according to Dreizin,

to reflect the rigidity of the American character. "Prom the author's point of view,

the repulsive content deserves an adequately ugly linguistic form. 1146 Indeed there is

some evidence for this in Edichka's paean to Spanish (of which he claims to know

about two dozen words:

Boofime JI Kyna OXOTHee yqlllJl 6h1

McnaHCK~. OH cosnee III 6J1l1DKe MHe,

KaK III Bee MCnaHOJl3bJ11HhIe JIlOl[M Kyna

6J1M>Ke MHe 3aTJlHYThlX B raJlCTYKIII

KJlepKOB MJlM BhlmeKOJleHHhlX

cyxonapsrx cexperapm. (151)

I would much rather study Spanish, on

the whole. It is richer and more

congenial to me, just as all Spanish

speaking people are more congenial to

me than buttoned-up clerks in neckties,

or disciplined, skinny secretaries. (146)

He concludes his threats to the silent IIgentlemen II (bourgeois businessmen in vulgar

plaid pants) with the advice, "pray God to keep me from mastering correct English

as long as possible. II (5)

Although he finds English uncongenial, Edichka associates knowledge of it

with the power to which he aspires. As in many works of childhood autobiography,

callings things by their proper names constitutes a kind of possession of them. As

the child's horizons broaden, his vocabulary and his control of his environment

increase. Thus Edichka's struggle with English recapitulates the archetypal child's

gradual mastery of language, a sometimes alienating and confusing, but necessary

step in his development." The ironic twist in Bdichka's case is that as a poet, he has

an extraordinary command of his native language; that no one values his prior

knowledge is an indictment of the conditions of emigration.
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In order to describe more evocatively the experience of his first years of

emigration, his second childhood, Limonov sometimes resorts to infantile language.

He consistently uses the terms popka and pipka to refer to his and others' anatomy

and he employs the childish expression delat'pi-pi ("make pee-pee") for urination.

With few exceptions, autobiographers ofchildhood have traditionally been compelled

to convey the experience of the child in the language of adults." Edichka's

reversions to infantile language emphasize the uncomfortable closeness of the

narrated self and the narrating self, the self-that-was and the self-that-is. His grip of

"adulthood," here the security of belonging within a culture, is tenuous and

continually threatens to loosen, throwing him back into chaos.

The presence of obscenities (mat) in It's Me, Eddie has been the focus of a

great deal of controversy within the emigre community and more recently, in the

former Soviet Union. Readers' and critics' reactions to his liberally sprinkling his

text with taboo words have been extreme. Leonid Geller charges him with using mat
in a heavy-handed, unimaginative way:

BenMKM~ MoryqM~ PYCCKM~ MaT

3acnyXCMn MMpOBYJO M3BecTHOCTh. Ho

3ltMqKa nOqeMy-To BhIpaXCaeTCJI

xpaaae y60ro - He no KOnMqecTBY, a

no xaxecray.

The great. powerful Russian I1I/lI has

earned worldwide renown. But

Edichka for some reason expresses

himself extremely poorly - not in
terms of quantity. but in terms of
quality.49

Others see Limonov's text as a linguistic tour de force. Dreizin applauds his

breaking of taboos, asserting that he employs mat like a virtuoso. His obscenities,

to the extent that they are peculiarly Russian, are "an oasis of the author's national

identity. "so

Quite apart from issues of Limonov's skill in reproducing spoken mat and

the appropriateness of non-normative elements in literature, Edichka's language is

most effective as a means of expressing his childhood/emigre experience.

Obscenities are essential to Limonov's art in that they permit Edichka to describe not
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only what his world looks like, but what itfeels like. In this respect too, It's Me,
Eddie parodies the conventions of childhood autobiography. Traditionally, language
conveys the magic and wonder associated with the author's budding consciousness.
Limonov subverts this convention by employing obscenities to express his

ineffectuality, his helplessness and his frustration. Moreover, he often uses them
impressionistically or inexactly" to reflect his irrational, angry response to the
conditions of life in exile. Edichka's friend John speaks "viciously" (zlobno) in
discussing class inequities in America:

, - KaK Ha3bIBaeTCJI 3TOT xap? 

CnpOCMJI JI. - Mepcenec 6eHU! 

OTBeTMJI OH M npM6aBMJI, rJlJlllJl aa

up, - ()aKeH IIIMT!' (229)

'What's the name of that car?' I asked.
'Mercedes-Benz!' he replied. Staring
at the car, he added, 'Fuckin' shit!'
(212)

This is, perhaps, as forceful an indictment of capitalist inequality as any penned by
Upton Sinclair. At any rate, it is linguisticallyand psychologically true to the milieu
Limonov describes. As Shukman notes, Limonov's obscenities are "words used in
an emotive function and without referential content: signifiers without signifieds. "52

Thus Limonov superimposes the language of his first, Kharkov childhood on a
reminiscence of his second, New York childhood.

Conclusion

Among the motivations that may underlie the writing of autobiography, at least three
apply to Limonov's text. In the first place, It's Me, Eddie is an assertion of the

author's personality, of his existence in the face of chaos and extinction. Anxiety
about the validity of the self may be the primary impetus for much of modem
autobiography, but Limonov's concerns are not chiefly metaphysical. Exile
specifically, the exile of the third wave Russian poet - threatens actual oblivion. It
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is noteworthy that critics who stress this aspect of the book are themselves emigres.

Even Viktor Perel'man, who is far from well disposed toward Limonov, writes that

one option for the desperately unhappy emigre is

••• noaofiao nepCOHaJKy••• pOMaHa,

aamaxaacs , 8 yJKace 111 OTQaJlH1IIM:

KpM'l1ll: "g eme He pacnanca, $I eme

)1(1118, CMOTpM:Te, 3TO g!"

.. .like the hero of the... novel, choking

in terror and despair, [to] cry 'I haven't

yet disintegrated, I'm still alive, look
- it's Mel'S]

The loneliness and isolation of the emigre approximate death, and It's Me, Eddie is

an attempt to grasp life.

Secondly, writing autobiography may actualize the self. It is, as Barrett

Mandel notes, "one of the strategies human beings have developed to make life

matter. "54 Megalomania is a central feature of Edichka's persona; he is an unabashed

exhibitionist and egoist. This urge toward self-advertisement extends to his

autobiography. EduardlEdichka (here the distinction between author and narrator

blurs to identity) is eager to create scandal if it will call attention to him. In
admitting this, indeed trumpeting it, Limonov defies the perception that a real writer

does not create with the intention of producing a bestseller. 55 If autobiography may

actualize the self, a scandalous and provocative autobiography may bring the self

fame and fortune; both considerations were probably operative in Limonov's case.

Aside from asserting the value of the ego, the act of writing autobiography

can be cathartic and therapeutic. Distancing and objectivizing the autobiographical

"I" is a means of coping with loss and emotional pain. This strategy would indeed

seem to suit Limonov's needs. Retrospectively imposing design on his life allows

him to take control over it. Thus we see Edichka initially at his lowest point of

debasement and humiliation; as he grows and develops and as he recounts this

growth, he assumes increasing power over his own fate. From his present

standpoint, Edichka can apply the wisdom he has attained to the past experiences he
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relates. His progression toward a greater knowledge of the self and a firmer hold on

life is ratified by the autobiographical act.

Finally, the distancing of the narrated self from the narrating self that occurs

in autobiographical writing facilitates irony and satire. Recalling and creating

Edichka, Limonov comments satirically on the image of the Russian poet, calling into

question the national tradition of deification. Digressive excursions into his distant

past allow him to target the bohemia of underground literature in the Soviet Union.

More recent reminiscences focus on the hermetic world of emigre literature. In

addition, Edichka satirizes American culture as he recounts his attempts to adapt to

exile. What keeps the book from being merely irritating in its caustic criticism of

Russian, emigre and American mores is Limonov's ironic stance vis-a-vis his

autobiographical persona. In this respect, a direct line can be traced from Nabokov's

Lolita to Limonov's It's Me, Eddie.56 Like Nabokov, Limonov directs his irony

toward the praxis of autobiography itself to complement and reinforce irony directed

toward other aspects of his hero Edichka's second, metaphorical childhood.
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